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Excitation of Surface Waves on Conducting, Stratified,
Dielectric-Clad, and Corrugated Surfaces
James R. Wait
An expressio n for t he fi eld of an elect ric dipole located over a fiat surface with a specifi ed surface impedance Z is d erived from t he form al integra l solu tion by a modified saddlepoint m ethod . Using t he value of Z appropriate for a homogeneous conducting g round,
the general expressions reduce to those given bgr Norton. In this case the phase of Z li es
between 0 a nd 45°. When t he phase exceed s 45 , as it m ay for a stratified ground, t h e r adiated wave of the dipole beco mes partially t rapp ed to t he interface. This effect is most
pronounced for an inductive surface where t he phase of Z is 90 0 , in which case t he energy
of the wave is confin ed within a sm all distance from t h e surface. Such inductivc surfaces
are a metallic pla ne with a t hin dielectric film or a co rrugated s urface.
This unifyin g t reatment provides a link between t he surfacc waves of Zenn eck, Som merfeld, Norton, and Go ubau, a nd indicatcs t hat t he phasc angle of Z cont rols the exte nt to
which t hese wav es may exist for a d ip ole excitation .

1. Introduction
The propagation of radio waves along the surface of the gro und has been di sc ussed from a
theoretical standpoint for many years. As long ago as 1907, Zenneck [1 ] 1 showed Lhat a wave,
which was a solution of Maxwell's equa tions, traveled without ch ange of p attern over a fl at
surface bounding two homoge neous media of different conductivity and dielectric constants.
When the upper medium is air and the lower medium is a homogeneous dissip ative ground, the
wave is ell aracterized by a phase velocity gr eater than that of ligh t a nd a sm all at tenuatio n in
the direction along the interface. Fur th'e rmore, this Zenneck mface wave, as i t h as been
calleel, is highly attenu ated with heigh t above the surface. In 1909 Sommerfeld [2] sol ved the
problem of a vertical dipole over a hom.ogeneous ground (half-space). In an attemp t to explain
th e physical nat ure of his solution, he divided the express ion for the field into a "space wave"
and a " mface wave." Both parts, according to Sommerfeld, are necessary in order to satisfy
Maxwell's equations and the appropriate boundary condi tions. The surface-wave part varied
inversely as the square root of the r ange, and it was identified as the radial counterp art of the
plan e Zen neck surface wave.
For many years it was believed th at this Sommerfeld surface wave was the predominant
component of the field radiated from a ver tical antenna over a finitely cond ucting ground. It
was no t until 1935 that an error in sign in Sommerfeld's 1909 paper 2 was poin ted out by Norton
[3], which also par tly acco unted for the unusual calculated field-strength cmves of Rolf [4] .
At about this time there was a series of papers by ' Veyl, Van del' Pol, Niessen, Wise, and Norton,
deriving more iwcurate representations for the field of the dipole. A discussion of this later
work has been given by Bouwkamp [5]. Norton [6, 7], in particular, h as developed his formula
for the field componen ts to a stage where numerical results can readj,ly be obta ined. I t is now
generally accepted th at the Sommerfeld surface wave (or the radial Zenneck wave) does not
bear any similarity to the total field of a vertical dipole over a homogeneous co nducting earth .
In fact, the field excited by a dipole varies as l id, where d is the distance for low frequencies, and
it varies as 1/d2 for high frequencies. Norton has s uggested t hat the field in ail' of a dipole
over a homogeneous ground be expressed as a sum of three componen ts: A direct ray (or p rim ary influence) , a reflected ray which is to be modified by an appropriate Fl'esnelrC£lection
coefficient, and a correction tenn. Norton has described the first and second components as
Lhe space wave ; Lh e third or correction term, the surface wave. This seems to be a logical step,
1
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It has been suggested by D. 11. Fannin (Final Report, Pt. III, Investigations of air to air a nd air to ground experimental data, E lec. Eng.

Dept., Cornell University,195!) that Summerfeld did not actually make an "error in sign" in his 1909 paper. Fann in 's contention is that Rolland
other workers simply misinterpreted Sommerfeld's form ula for the attenuation factor . T his can bardlybe so, as Sommerfeld himself in 1910 ('I'he
propagation in wireless telegraphy, Jabrb . d. Drah tL Tel. {, 157, 1910) used the incorrect formula and its resulting series e.'panslon.
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although , takcn separatcly, thc space and surfacc waves of Norton are not solutions of :M axwcll's equations. On the other hand, his "space wave" is the contribution that would be derived
on the basis of geometrical optics, and his "surface wavc" is the correction from wave theory.
This latter term will be called thc "Norton surface wave" as distinct from thc Zenncck and
Sommerfeld surface waves, and the trapped surface waves discussed below.
It was pointed out by Sommerfeld [8] ncarly 60 years ago that a straight cylindrical C011ductor of finite conductivity can act as a guidc for electromagnctic waves. Some 50 years l ater
Goubau [9, 10] demonstratcd that such a cylindrical surface can be launched with reasonable
efficiency from a coaxial line whose outer surface is terminated in a conical horn. The improvcmcnt in the transmission properties by coating the wire with a thin dielectric film h as been discusscd in detail by Goubau [10]. Thc planc counterpart of thc Goubau-Sommerfeld cylindrical
surface wave is obtaincd when a flat metallic surface is coated with a diclectric film. Atwood [11]
has discussed the naturc of the surface waves that can exist in a structure of t hi s type. Wh cn thc
film thickness is small comp ared to the wavelength, the single propagating mode h as a phase
velocity slower than that of ligb t and is attenuated rapidly above the surface in thc air. Such
surfaces havc bccn callcd inductive becausc thc normal surfacc impcdance, looking into thc
surface, is almost purely imaginary for a lo w-loss dielectric on a well-conducting basco A similar
type of surfacc wavc can cxist ovcr a corrugatcd surface [12, 13, 14] which is inductive if thc
periodicity and depth of the corrugation ar e small compared to the wavclcngth.
The excitation of surface waves on dielectric-clad plane conducting surfaces has becn
discussed by Tai [15] for a line current sourcc, and Brick [16] for a dipole source. Corresponding treatments for corrugated surfaces have been given by Cullen [17] for a line magnetic or
infinite slo t sourcc, and Barlow and Fernando [18] for a vertical electric dipole source. In the
case of dipole excitation, the field varics predominantly as the inverse square root of the distance along both the dielectric-clad and the corrugated surfaces. Surface waves of this type,
which have a phase velocity less than that of light, can be called "trappcd surfacc waves"
because they carry most of their energy within a small distance from the intcrface [19, 20].
It is the purpose of the present paper to study the general problem of a vertical dipole
over a flat surface with a specified surface impedance, Z . A solution is obtained for the field
in terms of the error function of complex argument. It is shown that, using an appropriate
value for Z, the expressions for the Norton space and surface wave for a homogeneous conducting ground are obtained as a special case [7]. By allowing Z to be purely imaginary and using
asymptotic expansions for the error function, the field is shown to be of a trapped-surfacewave type [14, 19]. Another special case is for a two-layer conducting ground [21,22] which
can exhibit some of the features of trapped surface waves. Thus, a general conn ection between
these various forms of seemingly unrelated surface waves is developed.

2. Basic Formulation
A vertical electric dipole of length ds and current 1 is located at a height h over a fiat
ground plane which exh ibits th e property of surface impedance. Here the ratio of the tangential electric and magncti fields is specified on the surface of the ground plane and is denoted
by Z. Choosing cylindrical coordinates, the dipole is located at (O,O ,h) and the ground plane
at z= O. As will be seen, the Hertz vector at (p,¢,z) need have only a z component, II, to
satisfy the boundary condition; consequently, the fields are given by 3
(1)
{32

oIl

~ p.W

up

H¢=. - ~,

where ,u = 47r X lO- 7 and {3 = 27r/free space wavelength.
3

A time factor exp (i wt) is suppressed t hroughout.
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Hz= O,
The resultan t Hertz vector, IT, can now

be represented as a sum of a primary and secondary part in Lhe mnnn el'
(2)

IT = IT ,J + H "

where
.h-

wrt.

Ids

and

c = 4- 71''/',UJE

(3)

and IT T is to be r egarded as the influence of the ground plane. InLhe most elemen tary case
of a perfectly conducting ground plane (i. e. , Z = O), IT T would be given by the simple rclation
with

(4)

To find ITT (or IT) for the more general case, it is necessary to express the primary field in
terms of an integral r epresentation [2] (sometimes called Sommerfeld's in tegral) , as follows:
e- i {3r l = ( OO J oC'Ap )e-Ulz-Ii'}..d}..,

Jo

r1

u

(5)

wher e U= (}..2_ /3 2 )Yz and Jo (}..p) is a B essel fun ction of order zero and arg umell L }..P . Due to
the presence of th c branch point of u, the conLour of the integral is iJldenLed upward sli gh tly
at }.. = /3. Physically, this integral can be regarded as a m eans of representing the primary field
as a spectrum of plane waves whose allgles of in cidell ce, 8, on the ground plan e are related to
the integra tion variable by }.. = /3 sin 8. Consequently, the angles include boLh r eal and complex values, ranging from 0 to 71'/ 2 alon g the real axis and from 71'/ 2 Lo 71'/ 2 +i 00 alon g a lin e
parallel to the imaginary axis.
Th e form of eq (5) suggests writing ITT in th e following for111 :
(6)

where R (}..) is now a rcileetion coefficient for plane wave incident on the ground plan e at angle
of in cid ence 8= sln- 1}../{3. Consequently,
R (}..)

u - i/3 L1
u + i/3L1'

(7)

where

In the limiting case of a perfect co ndu ctor (Z = O) it can be seen that R (}"')= l , and the integral
is of the form of a Sommerfeld integral and ITT is again given by eq (4).
The H ertzian potent ial IT can then b e written in the form
( ~)

where 2P is the effect of the imperfection of Lhe ground plane which results from a finite value
of the surfa,ce impedance Z.

3 . Evaluation of the Integral P
The integral

p=

( "' (i{3}"L1 )~ -U(z+h) J. (}.. )d)..

Jo

(U + 1/3L1 )U
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0

p

(9)

must now be evaluated. Before proceeding, certain conditions and restrictions must be clearly
stated. At a later stage, these may be relaxed somewhat. For the moment

Since

and

where H81) and
that

H~2)

are Hankel functions of the first and second kind, respectively, it follows

(10)

Introducing the substitutions A= /3 cos a and L1 = sin a, it is seen that
(11)

Essentially P is now a spectrum of plane waves traveling away from the ground plane so that
the vertical component of the propagation constant is {3 sin a . Again, complex angles are
included in the spectrum. When l{3p cos al > > 1, the first term of the asymptotic expansion
of the Hankel function can be employed . That is,
(12 )

When this is inserted into eq (11), the equation for P becomes

P=_e- i7r / 4 -L1 ( - {3
2

27rp

)~J ~+i'"
-1",

(cos a)~e -ifiR
.

a + ao

SIn - 2-

cos

(8-a)

a- ao

da .

(13)

cos - 2-

where Rand 0 are defined by z+ h = R'sin 0 and p = - R cos o. In the usual case, the separation
p between transmitter and receiver is large compared to their respective heights, hand z, and
consequently, 0 is slightly less than 7r . It can be seen that the exponential factor in the integrand of P is rapidly varying except for a region near a = O~7r. This is, of course, the saddle
point of the integrand or the point of stationary phase. The important part of the integrand
is in the region near the saddle point. In fact, this is the justification for employing the
asymptotic expansion for the Hankel functions H8 1) j the argument {3p cos a is always large
in the region near the saddle point if {3p itself is large and z+ h is less than p.
The integral for P is now in a form where the saddle-point method of integration can
be applied. The usual technique [23} is to deform the contour (which in the present case is
along the negative imaginary axis, the real axis from 0 to 7r, and then along a line parallel to
the positive imaginary axis) to a pat.h of steepest descent. For example, if we let
cos (a - O) = I - iT2
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and let r range from -

OJ

to +

OJ

through real values, an integral of the type

f

"+IO>

G(cos a)e - i {JRC08(<< - 6)da

(14)

- i o>

where G (cos a) is slowly varying at a = O, is transformed to
(15)

In this deformation of the contour, account must be made for the singularities of the integrand
that are crossed. In the case of poles, 211"i times the sum of the residues is added to the new
integral. The final step in this classical procedure is to expand G(cos a)!..jI - ir 2j2 in a power
series in r enabling the integration to be carried out term by term. The leading term of this
resulting asymptotic expansion is
(211"i)!-4G(cos O)e- I {JR(flR) -!-4
and succeeding term contain ({3R )-*, ({3R) -%, and

0

(16)

on.

As is often the case, the contribution from the saddle point (which is the branch point in
the original A plane) cannot be separated from the pole(s) of the integrand. For example, in
the present problem,
(cos a)!-4e- i {JR C0 8(6-«)
(17)
G (cos a)= . a +ao
a - ao
sm - 2- cos - 2has a pole at a = 11" + ao which is near the saddle point a = 0 since ao is small and 0 is near 71'. In
other words, the integrand is not slowly varying near the saddle point on account of the factor
cos (a - ao)j2. The integral is then of the form
(18)

after the slowly varying factors have been separated out. The necessary modification of Lhe
saddle-point method to treat integrals of this type was devised by Van del' Waerden [24] and
Clemmow [25] . On making the usual deformation of the contour via the substitution cos
(0- a ) = l - ir2, the integral now becomes
(19)

It can readily be verified that no poles of the integrand are crossed in this deformation for the
argument of ao (or ~ ) les than 45 °. The integral to consider is now of the type

A=
where, for real r, x= {3R and

f

+O> e-XT2
~+
dr
r
C

(20)

_0>

[ (O-ao)J2.

c= i2 cos - 2-

( 21
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N ow it can be seen readily that
(22)

and an integration with respect to x from x to

00

leads to
(23)

or, after a change of variable,

which holds for all c in the c plane with a cut along the negative real axis.

This can be written

where erfc is the complement of the error integral given by
,.( erJczo-

where the integration in the

z

21- J O> e -z2 dz ,
.,,7r '0

plane is directed from

Zo

towards the right to

(26)

+

00.

Therefore
(27 )

where

.

. [ co-

w =- (3Rc =- 2~(3R

cos - 2 ao
- ) ] ",

and finally , since R = r2,
(28)

where
(29)

and

'While the derivation was carried out for the argument of Ll lying in the range 0 to 7r/4 or b
in the range 0 to - 7r/2, the formula is actually valid for all values of b if the above definition
·of the error function complement is used. The justification for this step is based on the principle
-of analytical continuation. If, in the initial derivation, the argument of Ll was allowed to exceed
7r/4, we would find that a pole would be crossed in the deformation of the contour in the a
plane. There would be a corresponding change in the integral A but, after a change of the sign
-of the varia,ble T , the expression yielded for I would be unchanged in form if we arc consistent
in the definition of the complex error function .

4 . General Properties of the Solution
The general behavior of the result will be considered now. For the moment the heights of
the transmitter and receiver are assumed to be very small. That is (z+ h )< < p and, consequently, 1V~p and rl~J'2~p. The Hertz potential then has the form

<

II = 2ce- ifJp F(p ),
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(3 0)

wbere
F(p) = 1-i(7rp )J1 e-Vetjc (ip'1).

(3 1)

The vertical electric field is then given by

E, =~ ~
-

and, since (3p >

p

p op

oll

(32)

op

> 1 and F(P ) is a slowly varying fUllction, it follows that
(33)

For a highly condLlcting flat gro und plane, [lpl < < 1], the electric field denoted by It'; is
given by
(34 )

This r esult can be obtained by elem entary methods, being just the free space radiation field of
an elec tric dipol e of moment 2c. The factor 2 ari ses from the imaging of the primar)Tdipole in
the perfectly reHecting surface. The ratio
F (p) = E zIE ';

(35)

is by definition the complex attenuation factor and is a measure of the effi ciency of transmission of waves along the interface for a vel'tical-electric-dipolc source.
The behavior of F (p) is vcry dependent on the phase of p , and since
p = Ip [eib = - iP.E
2

6,. 2=- i{3p (
2

Z )2,
1207T'

(36)

the surface impedance, -2, plays a n important role. For exn,mple, in the:case' of a homogeneous
ground of conductivity u and dielcctric constant E,
(37)

with

]'2 .

u/ w
E- iN = [-

I

t

1

EO

The refractive index, N, is usually largo compared to unity wi th a phase neal', but always les
than - 45°. Correspondingly, for a homogeneous half-space, the phase b lies between 0° and
-90°. This is precisely the case that has been treated in detail by Jorton, who gives num erical
result of F (p ) as a function of [p [ for b varying from 0 to - 180°.4 In all cases for [p /> O, /F(P )/
was less than unity. In other words, the fi eld E z was ncver greater than E '; for the perfectly
conducting ground plane. For purposes of numerical work, the error-function complem ent
can b e expanded in an ascending power seri es, as is well known. This leads to the following
series formula for F (P):
(3 8)

which is absolutely convergent.
The second term of this series, the quantity -i (7T'pV' e- V , is rather interesting if it is considered by itself. The vertical electric field ,
which would result by ignoring the other terms, is

E: ,

E~=- 2c{32

e-if!p

-p

i(7T'p ~) e-P

= c e-37ri /4 {3 2 ..j27r 6. e -if!

..j{3p
4

Norton used a time factor e- ifJJ /, whereas eiwl is employed in the preseot paper.
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[l-~l

(39)
p.

(40)

This field has the characteristics of a Zenneck surface wave; it varies inversely with the distance
along with an exponential attenuation, and it has a phase velocity greater than that of light.
is the residue at the
By retracing the steps in the derivation it is not difficult to show that
pole ao in the complex a plane. Taken by itself, E: could easily exceed E; by a great amount
if b was near _90 0 corresponding to the phase of Z (or .1) being near zero. This corresponds
to a small conductivity in the lower half space.
The above argument would indicate that the Zenneck surface wave is excited by a vertical
dipole source on a homogeneous half-space. Of course, when the other terms in the series for
F(P) are considered, the total field does not have the attenuation characteristics of a Zenneck
surface wave. For example, if the asymptotic expansion for the complement of the error function is employed, the following series for F(p) results:

E:

1

1·3

1·3·5 1·3·5·7

F (p)=- 2p - (2p)Z - (2p)3- (2p)4 - ... ,

(41 )

which are also asymptotic and valid for large values of p and -27r< b< O. This would indicate
that the field E z at large ranges varies inversely as the square of distance, whereas the Zenneck
surface wave varies inversely as the square root of the distance. This viewpoint is confirmed
by the work of Wise [26] and Rice [27], who develop rigorous expansions for the Hertz potential
on a homogeneous earth.
The absence of any features associated with a trapped surface wave on a bomogeneous
earth is due to the restricted range of b (namely between 0 and - 11'/2) for a homogeneous earth.
It is of interest to note that Sommerfeld in his 1909 paper had an error in sign which was finally
pointed out by Norton [3] . This error is equivalent to the interchanging of the b and - b. In
other words, the complex conjugate of p is used in place of the propel' quantity. Rolf [4]
employed Sommerfeld's formulas along with the incorrect sign. Rolf's series expansions for
F(p) would correspond to eq (38) with b replaced by - b. His calculations therefore correspond
to values of F(p) for b from 0 to + 90°. The appearance of his curves is indeed weird. As
will be indicated below, the function F(p) can exceed unity in certain instances when b is positive. This is indicated in Rolf's curves . The irregularities and dips to zero, however, must
be attributed to errors in computation. The series formula for F(p) , although mathematically
convergent, takes a great number of terms when p is greater than 5 or so. And, furthermore ,
the asymptotic expansion of F(p) is not accurate for the real part of p less than about 15. The
anomalous features in Rolf's eurves occur just where the accurate computation of F(P) would
require tens or hundreds of terms in the power series formula. This viewpoint is confirmed
when more elaborate calculations are carried out [21].
The nature of the attenuation function F(P) when b is positive can be best seen from an
asymptotic development. This is obtained by noting that

I

I
~

(42)

The latter integral asymptotically vanishes for p-'7 00 if the real part of ip'" is less than zero.
Therefore
• 1
ie+p (
1
1·3 1·3'5
)
e7'fc('ip ''') ~2 -~r:;p 1+ 2p + (2p)2+(2p )3 +' ..

for 211'

>b> 0 and Jp J> > 1.

(43)

Utilizing this result, it then follows that

!

F(p ) = 1 ---:- i~7rp e - Pe7'fc(ip H)
(44)

1
1·3 1·3·5
~ - 2'i-v 7rp e- P- - - - - - - - 2p (2p)2 (2p )3
.
. r-

III

the asymptotic sense.

The term - 2i{;p e- P has all the characteristics of a surface wave.
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It is not present in the asymptotic development for F(P) when b is negative. Of co urse, for
dissipative media uch as a stratified conductor, the real part of p is large and the surface-wave
term almost vani hes compared to the term - 1/2p.
The most interesting case is when the surface impedance is purely inductive. For example,
if a flat perfectly conducting ground plane is coated with a thin layer (of thickness h) of pure
dielectric (with refractive index N), then the surface impedance, Z, is given to a good approximation by [19]
(45)

Another example is when a flat metal surface is corrugated in the form of periodic rectangular
slots of width d and depth D with a separation w between slot centers. The surface impedance
for the magnetic vector parallel to the directions of the corrugations is then
Z = i!!:...
w

7]0

tan (3D,

(46 )

provided th at tllCJ"e arc at least five corr ugation s per wavelength along the surffl,ce [13] . For
D<'A /4, the surface impedance is purely inductive, and since

p+i[ p [ and b= 7f/2. The attenuation function then has the asymptotic development ,
(48)

wbere
(3p X 2
Ipl=2 - 2 and X =I Z I·
7]0

The vertical electric field fl,L z= O i.s then given by
Ez ~2c(3 2e-if3pp - l F (p ).

(49)

Th e surface wave trrm now vari.es as

wllich is not a Z enneck sUijace wave since the phase velocity, v, given by
>

v

1
1
I + X2/(27]5) -VJ.lOEO'

(50)

is less than the velocity of light, IN J.loEO '
If the surface is purely capacitive such that Z =- iX', the argument of thc C)Tor function i
ip ~"=e-i7r/4

(3p/2(X'/ 7]0)2,

(51)

so that e ljc(ip ~') Cfl,n be expanded directly to lead to the asymptotic representation
(52)

which contains no surface-wave term.
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5 . Height-Gain Functions
It is desirabl e now to return to the general formula for F(p ) which is a (modified ) saddle
poi n t approximation for the field of a vertical dipole over the impedive surface. For h = 0, it is
(53)

where

For small heigh ts alld l'ecci vcr i t is of interest to develop TV ina power series in z .

(dW)

W(z) = W(O)+z dz

W)2
+-2 (d-dz., Z~ O +.. ..
Z2

Z~O

2

For examp le,
(54)

~O \\'

(55)

nlld
dw= 2p (
elz

Z ) -1 .
1+t1p t1p

Therefor e

[~;1~ 0 = ik t1 W (O)= i lct1F(p )
and , to a first order in z,
HT(z) ~F(p ) [1 + iM z].

(56 )

T he generation of higher-order terms using this method is cumbersome, and it is r eally better
to r eturn to the original integral for the H ertz potential lI (z) given by
(57)

for 11,= 0. Expanding the exponential, this is rewritten
lI (z) = 2

i '"
o

[l - u z + U 2 z2f2-

f..J, (f.. )

. .. 1U +0~'(3Pt1

elf..

(58)

Now since lI (z) satisfies the wave equation , 0"/022 can be replaced by

so that
(59)

Since
II (0) = 2ce - t{3 pp - 1F ( p ),
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(60)

the contl:ibution from the second-order term is

where the prime(s) indicate a derivative(s) with respect to p . It is not diffi cult to see that
for 27T' < b< O, F (p ) is slowly varying compared t o other factors and the t erm in cmIy brack et
is much less than unity if {3p >
and p2> >Z2. In the case of the inductiv e surfa ce (i. c. ,
27T'> b> 0 ), it is conveni ent to write

>1

F (p ) = F s(p )

+F a(p ),

(62)

where a,symptotically
(63)

is lhe stIJ'fn ce wav e Lerm a n(t
(64)

is the remaining (nonsul'face) con tribu tion .

iFor the case - 27T' < b< O,

F(p)~ Fa(P )]·

N ow

and

bu t,

and
F~(p) (
i{3D, 2) 2
F s( p ) ~ - - 2.

T herefore, t he H er tz po ten tial II s(z), correspondin g to the surface-wave field , is given by
(65 )

whereas
n a(Z) ~ IIa (0 ) [1 + i {3ll z].

(6 6)

I n th e case of a purely inductive surface (Z =iX ), the exponen tial factor for t he surface
term is given by
(67)

indicating a r apid decay of the fi eld wi th heigh t.
B y a sligh t extension of the above, the case of both transmi tter and r eceiver raised yields
II,(z,h ) ~ II,(O,O)ei/lM'H)

(68 )

IIa( z,h ) ~ IIa(O,O) (1 + i{3ll z) (1 + i{3llh ).

(69)

and
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Still another approach to the effect of raised antennas, which is particularly appropriate
for large heights, is now considered. In general,
(70 )

where
(71 )

with F(w) = Fa(w) + EF.(w), where E= O for - 27r< b< 0, E= l for 21T > b > 0, and
0 = (z + h) /r 2 • Asymptotically,

w = p(I + 0/~) 2,

(72)

and
1
3
15
Fa(w)= -2W - 4w 2 -SW3-

(73)

After some algebraic manipulations,
II= IIa+ EITs

1
p (1+ C/t1 )3

1·3
1·3·5
2p 2(I + C/t1 )5 4p3 (I + C/~ Y'

(74)

and
(75)

The first term in the expression for ITa is, of course, the direct or primary influence. The
second term is the secondary influence modified by a Fresnel reflection coefficient. The terms
containing inverse powers of p can be considered as corrections to geometrical optics. The
surface-wave term is absent when b is negative. When b is positive, it is a finite contribution
to the total field IT, and for a highly inductive surface (i. e., b= 90 0) it is predominant.
The vertical electric field is simply given by
for
and furthermore,

r2~1'1 - 2hC.

6 . Conclusion
It has been shown that the nature of the field radiated from a dipole over a flat surface
depends markedly on the complex value of the surface impedance Z . For example, when the
phase of Z is between and 45 °, the derived expressions for the field correspond to those of
Norton and others for a dipole over a homogeneous flat ground. When the phase of Z exceeds
45 ° the radiated field becomes trapped by the surface. This effect is most pronounced when
Z is purely imaginary, corresponding to an inductive surface. A similar unifying treatment
for a dipole over a curved spherical surface will be given in a sequel to this paper.

°

The author thanks Kenneth A. Norton for his very helpful suggestions and Howard
Bussey for his constructive criticism .
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